ACROSS
1. Maybe bowler’s in distress, with over not starting at all (10)
6. Wave misses small swimmer (4)
10. Short literary piece is a gem (5)
11. Respect, veneration principally for fellow? (9)
12. One female embracing chaps with love for Mozart opera (8)
13. Soft copper has a fling (5)
15. Government permits on which one could get hung up? (7)
17. Bear is shot, sadly, to get hold of coat (7)
19. Charlie ignored part-time judge’s request again (7)
21. Writer wants to encourage relations (7)
22. Quiet one bores Afghan? (5)
24. Sugar in coffee? Cook assumes that (8)
27. Nursing cold, lost temper if tense (9)
28. Faulty goods included in purchase (5)
29. Still calm (just) with scores level (4)
30. She does spill the beans about Society dance (10)

DOWN
1. Half of sheep will arrive at Scottish town (4)
2. Host cut short fuss about sick animal (9)
3. Criminal record, but no fine, after road rage (5)
4. Go wrong with special assignments (7)
5. Green vines up the wall embodying Oxford University? (7)
7. Silver coin flipped for her (5)
8. Extremely lean cuts for one and all (10)
9. Cherished religious gathering on 4th of March (8)
14. Rock gig’s as ever in-your-face (10)
16. Look up lines supporting new gold standard in America (3, 5)
18. An inventor such as Noah? (9)
20. Update whistleblower before she runs off (7)
21. First of phones needing modern charger (7)
23. Liberal politician gets stuck into beer (5)
25. Put forward bill legislature voided (5)
26. Not all fancy a neutral colour (4)

Solution 15,702
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